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Ceva’s NeuPro-M deep-learning accelerator (DLA) 
offers 16x faster inferencing than the previous generation 
thanks to its new architecture. The licensable core showcases 
Winograd-convolution and unstructured-sparsity engines, 
which boost performance and reduce power consumption. 
These accelerators also keep multiply-accumulate (MAC) 
units busy, increasing utilization. 

Each NeuPro-M engine has 4,096-unit MAC array that 
can achieve 10 trillion INT8 operations per second (TOPS). 
The new sparsity capability can greatly improve utilization 
of this array, deliver higher performance than competing 
DLAs with similar TOPS rates. The intellectual-property 
(IP) vendor offers scalable configurations for its new DLA. 
The NPM11 employs a single NeuPro-M en-
gine. The NPM18 has eight engines, and Ceva 
intends to scale its NeuPro-M family to sup-
port up to eight NPM18 instantiations (64 en-
gines). It’s already shipping RTL to lead cus-
tomers and expects general production release 
in March. 

NeuPro-M targets high-end computer vi-
sion, such as in prosumer drones, AR/VR head-
sets, and multicamera surveillance systems. The 
new IP also vies for Level 2 and 3 ADAS de-
signs. The DLA features a secure enclave for 
firmware updates and key authentication, and 
it has earned ASIL B and ASIL D certifications.  

DLA IP remains highly competitive, with 
new products arriving monthly from estab-
lished competitors such as Cadence and Syn-
opsys as well as startups such as EdgeCortix 
and Expedera. In this crowded field, vendors 
must differentiate through software, power con-
sumption, and inference latency. 

The NeuPro-M design replaces and builds on Ceva’s 
older NeuPro-S. For models with 50% sparsity, it doubles 
the peak performance of its predecessor. Ceva separates the 
DSP (vector processing unit, or VPU) and systolic array in 
NeuPro-S. For NeuPro-M, it integrated the VPU with other 
preprocessors and accelerators. Both DLAs employ the same 
software, however, easing the task of porting applications.  

A Grid Size for All Data Types 
At a high level, the NeuPro-M core has two major blocks, as 
Figure 1 shows. The compute engine contains the MAC 
array and other calculation circuits; to scale performance, a 
single DLA core can comprise one to eight compute engines. 

Figure 1. Ceva NeuPro-M block diagram. The DLA IP packs specialized ac-
celerators to boost inference performance. The Winograd engine optimizes 
3x3 convolutions, while the unstructured-sparsity engine ignores zeros in the 
weights and data. Combined, these accelerators raise Yolo v3 performance by 
12x compared with NeuPro-S. 
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These engines share a “common” subsystem that performs 
control, security, and interface functions. 

The NeuPro-M compute engine augments the MAC 
array from NeuPro-S with preprocessors and accelerators. 
It has six subblocks: a local controller, an unstructured-
sparsity engine, a vector unit, a Winograd-transformation 
engine, an activation-function engine, and a systolic array of 
MAC units. 

The 4,096-MAC array cycles at 1.25GHz. It can switch 
data types between layers from INT2 to INT16 as well as 
from FP16 to FP32, including BF16. For INT4 operations, 
the array switches to its “little” grid format, performing 4x4- 
and 8x4-bit convolutions. For INT8 and INT16, the array 
uses its “big” grid format, performing 16x8-, 8x8-, and 
16x16-bit convolutions. We suspect Ceva reduces power 
consumption for the little grid by power gating rows and 
columns of MAC units to trim the active-grid size. For the 
other data types (INT2, FP16, and FP32), the MAC array 
requires additional VPU support for convolutions. 

The vector processor in NeuPro-S builds on the com-
pany’s extensive DSP capability (see MPR 10/7/19, “Ceva 
and Synopsys Spin More TOPS”). The NeuPro-S engines 
come paired with an XM6 DSP, which has local memory 
separate from the memory subsystem. NeuPro-M integrates 
a new vector unit, but Ceva withheld performance and pow-
er details. Both systems share local memory, and thanks to 

the integration, the latency between the two systems declines 
and effective memory capacity increases by reducing dupli-
cated data. Ceva added power gates for its new VPU, which 
now consumes power only when operating. The VPU comes 
stocked with machine-learning-focused instructions such as 
scatter/gather, and it’s programmable for future extensions 
that target emerging AI applications.  

Taming Unstructured Sparsity 
Sparsity comes in two flavors: structured and unstructured. 
Structured sparse networks contain a repeating sparsity pat-
tern that can be optimized out during training. Unstruc-
tured sparse networks have seemingly random distributions 
of zero or near-zero weights, making hardware optimization 
tricky. NeuPro-M’s sparsity engine ignores zeros in the data 
or weights to reduce power consumption. In order to boost 
performance, hardware or software must rearrange the data 
to fill the unused MAC slots; Ceva withheld details on how it 
accomplishes this feat. When executing a model with 80% 
unstructured sparsity (that is, 80% of the parameters are 
zero), the company claims its new engine can improve the 
throughput of AI models by up to 2x without retraining and 
3.5x with retraining, all without loss of accuracy. 

Many DLAs support the Winograd algorithm, which 
performs certain convolutions faster than dot-product mul-
tiplication (see MPR 4/15/19, “The Trouble With Trans-
forms”). This technique cuts the number of multiplication 
operations by 2.25x, reducing data-bandwidth latency, but it 
requires wider MAC units and extra addition operations. 
Winograd convolutions work best for 3x3 filters. 

Ceva modified the Winograd technique to further re-
duce the number of MAC operations by 50% with negligible 
precision degradation. On ResNet-50, the output accura-
cy remained constant when using INT8 data and weights. 
Compared with standard convolutions, the new Winograd 

technique boosted inference throughput by 28% on 
ResNet and by 80% on Yolo v3 with zero loss of accu-
racy, according to the company. 

A 12x Performance Boost 
The NeuPro-M compute engine features a separate 
accelerator for activation functions. Some DLAs em-
ploy a DSP or CPU to perform these scalar opera-
tions; others support a handful of common functions 
in hardware. Ceva’s engine can handle any user-
defined activation function by implementing lookup 
tables that are set during compilation. The local con-
troller orchestrates data flow between the subblocks 
and performs matrix decomposition. Matrix decom-
position is increasingly important for Transformers, 
which require matrix factorizations, transpositions, 
and decompositions. NeuPro-M shares SRAM across 
its subblocks through a unified cache; we expect each 
engine has at least 1MB to support the 4K MAC 
array.  

Figure 2. NeuPro-M performance gain. Relative to the older NeuPro-S, 
the new DLA (in the NPM11 configuration) offers nearly 5x better 
throughput on common neural networks. The gain can top 12x when 
using the new accelerators. Ceva claims these accelerators don’t de-
crease accuracy. (Data source: Ceva) 

Price and Availability 

NeuPro-M is available to lead customers and should 
reach general availability near the end of this quarter. 
Ceva withheld license fees for its NPM11 and NPM18 
models. For more information about NeuPro-M, log on 
to ceva-dsp.com/product/ceva-neupro-m. 
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Compared with NeuPro-S, Ceva’s new design delivers 
sizable upgrades. Both achieve 10 TOPS of peak INT8 per-
formance, but NeuPro-M pulls ahead with its heterogeneous 
compute blocks. When using a standard version of Yolo v3, 
the new DLA achieves a 4.6x advantage over its predecessor, 
as Figure 2 shows. But when applying the modified Wino-
grad technique and after retraining the model for 50% spar-
sity, NeuPro-M inferences the network 12.3x faster than 
NeuPro-S without reducing accuracy. Ceva withheld the 
measured throughput (inferences per second) for these test 
cases but noted that the NPM11 configuration can achieve 
2,500 IPS on ResNet-50 when using the modified Winograd 
and sparsity options. 

Common Logic Enables ASIL Licenses 
The common block features a control subsystem, shared 
memory, a security block, and interfaces to the rest of the 
SoC. Whereas NeuPro-S integrates one controller per com-
pute engine, the new design has a single subsystem that 
governs up to eight engines. It employs multiple 32-bit con-
trollers that direct traffic between the engines; these control-
lers share memory that also feeds the AI engines. As in pre-
vious NeuPro designs, the new DLA compresses weights 
residing in memory and decompresses them before feeding 
them to the compute engines; this approach increases the 
effective external-memory capacity (including memory in 
the SoC). The common block sports a lossless compression/ 
decompression engine for this purpose. The previous gener-
ation delivered compression factors of up to 2.7x; we expect 
the new engine is similar.  

The common block comes packed with security and 
functional-safety accelerators. For data security, it sports 
cryptographic accelerators and a root-of-trust system. Be-
cause Ceva plans to use the DLA in ADASs, it needed to 
obtain ISO 26262 certification, which NeuPro-M earned for 
ASIL B and ASIL D.  

The company has been maturing its AI software 
stack since 2016. The CDNN SDK supports most Pytorch, 
TensorFlow, and Caffe intrinsics, and it works with 
models in ONNX format. It contains more than 250 
optimized models, including some used by Tier One 
automotive vendors. NeuPro-M continues to offer 
Ceva’s CDNN-Invite, which lets customers modify 
the CDNN compiler to support a custom accelerator.  

CDNN performs quantization, tensor and layer 
fusion, and memory/bandwidth optimizations during 
compilation. CDNN and NeuPro-M offer four paral-
lelization types: model, frame, tile, and layer. NeuPro-
M can run one model per core for model paralleliza-
tion without degrading performance.  

NeuPro-M Leads in TOPS/W 
Ceva, Cadence, and Expedera compete in the com-
puter-vision market, offering different approaches to 
AI, as Table 1 shows. Expedera’s Origin IP scales from 

1 to 100 TOPS, and the Origin E6 is the closest match to a 
single NeuPro-M, judging by peak performance (see MPR 
4/19/21, “Expedera Tops DLA-IP Charts”). Cadence also 
provides a scalable DLA-IP solution through its DNA line, 
which scales from one to hundreds of TOPS. The 4K MAC 
configuration of the DNA 100 mirrors Ceva’s design by 
implementing a vector unit and specialized techniques for 
sparsity (see MPR 10/15/18, “Cadence Mutates Its DNA to 
Boost AI”). 

A single NeuPro-M core eclipses the 4K DNA 100 in 
peak performance, but licensees can scale a single DNA 100 
to 24 TOPS. Conversely, the NeuPro-M engine falls short of 
the Origin E6’s 32 TOPS. Origin, however, lacks any sparsity 
options. As a result, it achieves about half the MAC utiliza-
tion of the Ceva and Cadence designs when running Res-
Net-50. In other words, the NeuPro-M delivers much better 
neural-network throughput relative to its TOPS rate. This 
extra performance, however, relies on retraining the model 
for 50% sparsity. 

In the NPM11 configuration using 7nm transistors, 
the NeuPro-M sips a mere 0.8W (TDP), achieving a strong 
12 TOPS/W but still lagging Origin’s 18 TOPS/W. When 
using its special accelerators on ResNet-50, however, the 
Ceva DLA delivers 33% more performance (IPS) per watt. 
Cadence, also using sparsity, delivers similar power effi-
ciency on ResNet-50. 

As licensees integrate DLA IP into their SoCs, they 
must consider system-level power savings. The DNA 100 
and NeuPro-M reduce DDR-memory dependence by com-
pressing weights and data. Origin executes instructions na-
tively, reducing instruction-memory overhead and enabling 
deterministic computing, which eliminates instruction stalls.  

All three DLA vendors have comprehensive software 
stacks that support common frameworks such as Tensor-
Flow and Pytorch. Ceva and Cadence, however, have in-
vested more time and resources in their software, validat-
ing and optimizing customer applications. The former’s 
CDNN offers many forms of parallelism and delivers myriad 

 
Ceva 

NeuPro-M 
Expedera 
Origin E6 

Cadence 
DNA 100 

Control Subsystem CPUs Scheduler DSP 
DLA Speed 1.25GHz 1.0GHz 1.0GHz 

DLA Type 
Systolic array, 

Winograd, VPU, 
sparsity 

Direct execution, 
systolic array 

Systolic array,  
VPU, sparsity 

Shared Memory 1MB 8MB Undisclosed 
Peak AI Perf 10 INT8 TOPS 32 INT8 TOPS 8 INT8 TOPS 
ResNet-50 Perf 2,500 IPS* 4,020 IPS 2,550 IPS† 
Die Area‡ Undisclosed 7.0mm2 Undisclosed 
Power (TDP)‡ 0.83W 1.78W 0.9W 
ResNet Efficiency 3,000 IPS/W 2,260 IPS/W 2,830 IPS/W 
Production RTL 1Q22 (est) 2Q21 1Q19 

Table 1. Computer-vision IP. NeuPro-M delivers impressive ResNet-50 
performance per watt despite its lower TOPS rating. *Using modified 
Winograd, 50% sparsity, and retraining; †using 35% sparsity and 
retraining; ‡in TSMC 7nm. (Source: vendors) 

https://library.techinsights.com/search/device-details?tab=reports&id=UPR-2104-806
https://library.techinsights.com/search/device-details?tab=reports&id=UPR-2104-806
https://library.techinsights.com/search/device-details?tab=reports&id=UPR-1810-802
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compile- and run-time optimizations. Ceva has a sizable 
software advantage thanks to its tenured history in IP de-
ployment. Hundreds of licensees employ CDNN, having op-
timized more than 250 models. Expedera’s software stack is 
in its adolescence, but the company has landed a major cus-
tomer, which will help it improve the quality and reliability 
of its software over time. 

Standing Out With Sparsity 
Before NeuPro-M, DLA vendors split AI workloads between 
a systolic array and a vector processing engine. Some ven-
dors, such as EdgeCortix, added more complexity through 
depth-wise convolution engines. By offering NeuPro-M, 
Ceva creates a strong case for more preprocessing blocks 
in DLAs. The modified Winograd and sparsity engines 
improve inference throughput with negligible loss of ac-
curacy. This gain comes from increased MAC utilization, 

resulting in greater power efficiency, but getting the best 
performance requires modifying and retraining the neu-
ral network.  

OEMs and IP licensees are still trepidatious about IP 
startups, a situation that works in Ceva’s favor. The com-
pany delivers segment-leading performance per watt on 
ResNet-50 for customers that take advantage of its new 
sparsity capability. Ceva can also use its mature software 
to muscle out new competitors. ASIL certification creates 
even more value for automotive designs. 

The computer-vision market is snowballing, and IP 
vendors are scrambling to differentiate their solutions amid 
a thicket of competition. NeuPro-M supplies this coveted 
differentiation through innovative features, a cohesive and 
trusted software stack, and scalability to high performance. 
For its efforts, Ceva has the potential to deliver segment-
leading performance per watt and inference latency. ♦ 
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